UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN SENATE

Committee on Committees
(Final Action)

CC.10.04 Nominations for Membership on Standing Committees of the Senate

Library
To fill an unfilled student seat
Brooke Davitt   GRAD   Term Expires 2010

Student Discipline
To fill student seats vacated by Ivory Berry, Vikram Chaudhery, and Nick Esterman
Leslie Cornell   GRAD   Term Expires 2010
Kaitlyn Hastings   LAW   Term Expires 2010
David Wall   LAS   Term Expires 2010

To fill a faculty seat vacated by Clarence Lang
Amy Ando   ACES   Term Expires 2011

Committee on Committees
Kim Graber, Chair
Rebecca Bryant
Hannah Ehrenberg
Bettina Francis
Karen Hogenboom
Lance Kingston
David Olsen
Ann Reisner
Lisa Spanierman
Robert C. Damrau, ex officio

Nominations from the floor must be accompanied by the nominee's signed statement of willingness to serve if elected. The statement shall be dated and include the name of the position to be filled. If present, the nominee's oral statement will suffice.